
INSITE Space Survey v 4.0 Help 

1. What’s new in Space Survey v 4.0? 

2. What is the Survey Form?  

3. How do I access Space Survey? 

4. What is a time-out error and why am I receiving 
it? 

5. In my Space Survey List, what are the icons at the 
left of each data row? 

6. What is the Help drop down (denoted by a 
question mark icon)?  

7. Can I sort the columns in the Space Survey List? 

8. How do I work with the list of spaces?  

9. What are some best practices for working with a 
large Survey List? 

10. What does the “Floor Plans” link do?  How do I 
access Floor Plans?  

11. What do the statistics tell me in the Space Survey 
List?  

12. How do I filter records in the Space Survey List?  

13. What does the “Update Selected Spaces” button 
do in the Space Survey List?  

14. What does the “Submit Selected Spaces” button 
do in the Space Survey List? 

15. What does the “Show All Changes in Survey List” 
checkbox do? 

16. What is Survey History? 

17. How do I review and update a Space Record? 

18. What are the buttons and links at the top of the 
Edit Form? 

19. What’s in the “Current Space Information” 
section? 

20. What's on the “Room Info” tab?  

21. What’s on the “Use Info” tab? 

22. What's on the “Function Info” tab?  

23. What's on the “Occupancy Info” tab?  

24. What's on the “PI Info” tab?  

25. What's on the “Grant Info” tab?  

26. What’s on the “Space Contact Info” tab? 

27. What’s on the “Space Features” tab? 

28. What’s on the “Supported Rooms” tab? 

29. What is the difference between “Update Survey 
Record” and “Submit Survey Record” when 
editing a Space Record?  

30. How do I get back to the list of all Survey 
Records?  

31. If the current Organization listed for the space is 
incorrect, what should I do?  

32. If the current Area of the space doesn't seem 
correct, what should I do?  

33. The space is shared by multiple Organizations.  
How do I handle this?  

34. On individual Survey Record Edit Forms, how do I 
use the “Copy Values From This Record” link?  

35. How can I print a report? 

36. How can I enhance a standard report? 

37. How do I end my current session?  

38. The Space Survey Process - Overview  

39. I have a question not listed here, what should I 
do?  

  



What’s new in Space Survey v 4.0?  <back to top> 

If you are already familiar with Space Survey, you will likely notice a few changes with this iteration.  Before performing a 
deep dive into the components of the Space Survey, it may be beneficial to present the updates and changes from a bird’s 
eye view.  The following improvements/enhancements are included with this version: 
 

• Direct access from Net-FM – It is now possible to tie Net-FM user accounts to individual Surveyors.  Net-FM users 
may access their Surveys directly from the Net-FM Navigation Tree. 

• Supervisor Links – In addition to the Surveyor link, Net-FM users who are also Survey Supervisors may access their 
respective Supervisor links from the Net-FM Navigation Tree.  The text for each Supervisor link is the respective 
Organization short name. 

• System Message – Similar to the System Message feature introduced in Net-FM, your Space Survey Administrator is 
now able to specify an important message or reminder that appears each time you launch your Survey.  
Consequently, the Survey Admin may also specify a specific message for Survey Supervisors. 

• PI required based upon Use Assignment – Your Survey Administrator now has the ability to set a rule to require PI 
assignments for a specific set of Uses.  This makes your job as a Surveyor easier – if you forget to assign a PI when 
required, you will receive a message when attempting to submit the record (and you will not be able to submit 
successfully until a PI is specified). 

• Supported Rooms filtered by Use Assignment – If your institution includes the Supported Rooms component in the 
Survey effort, your Survey Admin now has the ability to control when the Supported Rooms tab appears (based 
upon Use Assignment).  With this functionality in place, you need not worry if a Supported Rooms assignment is 
required or not – if the tab is present and the filter is in place you will be required to specify an assignment. 

• Supported Rooms and “Update Selected Spaces” – Supported Rooms may now be specified for multiple records at 
once using the “Updated Selected Spaces” functionality. 

• Supported Rooms “Copy Values from this Record” – The “Copy Values from this Record” functionality has now 
been extended to Supported Rooms.   

• “No” Checkbox available for “Update Selected Spaces” – Similar to the functionality on the edit screen in Space 
Survey, the following checkboxes are now available when using the “Update Selected Spaces” feature:  No PI, No 
Occupants, No Functions, No Grants, No Supported Rooms, and No Space Contacts. 

• “x” Delete functionality extended – In the previous version of Survey, we introduced a UI control (denoted by an 
“x” symbol) that allowed you to easily delete a Use Assignment.  This functionality has been extended to include:  
Functions, Occupants, PIs, Grants, and Space Contacts. 

• Filter for Space Contact Types – Your Survey Administrator now has the ability to filter which Space Contact Types 
are available for edit/assignment in the Survey.  This helps you perform your work more efficiently while ensuring 
that Contact assignments for the types not included in the effort remain unaffected. 

• Dynamically move Floor Plan Legend – New controls for Legend Font Size, Origin X, and Origin Y now make it 
possible for you to reposition/resize the Legend dynamically when accessing floor plans from Space Survey. 

• Pending icon updated – The Pending icon has been updated and resembles the following:    
 

 
 
 
 

 



What is the Survey Form?  <back to top> 

The Survey Form is an online tool that helps you easily and efficiently review and update space records with the most 
current information.  When you open the form, the space records assigned to you will be listed in one of two ways: 
 
List Display Format – basic information about each space record only 
 

 
 
 
List Display with Changes –each space record listed with associated information and changes highlighted 
 

 
 

 Use the Edit icon on the Space Survey List to access the selected item’s (room's) Survey Form with detailed 
information to be reviewed, confirmed, or updated.     
 

<back to top> 
 

  



How do I access Space Survey?  <back to top> 

There are potentially two different ways you may access your Space Survey. 
 

1. Via the Survey link contained in email and distributed by the Space Survey Administrator. 
 

 
 

2. If you are a Net-FM user and your Space Survey Administrator has made it available, you will be able to launch the 
Survey using the Space Survey node in the Net-FM Navigation Tree. 
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What is a time-out error and why am I receiving it?  <back to top> 

Since the Space Survey is a web application and is hosted on a web server, you are subject to the session limitations that 
are set by the System Administrator.   
 
Time-out – Based upon server settings, after a specified period of inactivity your session will end and you will be required to 
launch Survey again by using the link provided in email or by launching from Net-FM (if applicable).  In most cases you will 
receive the following error message when you are timed-out: 
 

 
 
Your Survey Administrator will likely relay the applicable time-out duration for Space Survey.  Typically this setting is no less 
than 20 minutes.  If you experience issues where the Survey times out more frequently than 20 minute of inactivity, please 
inform your Survey Administrator or IT contact. 
 

 
 

<back to top>  



In my Space Survey List, what are the icons at the left of each 
data row?  <back to top> 

A checkbox is used to select one or more data rows for subsequent actions.  The checkbox contained in the column heading 
is used to select all of the data rows.  The Edit icon is clicked to open and edit the individual item (space record).  The 
symbols in the “Status” column indicate the current status of the item (Pending, Updated, or Submitted).  
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What is the Help drop down (denoted by a question mark icon)?  <back to top> 

 
The Help drop down contains two links.  The first is “Survey Help”, which launches the guide you are currently viewing.  The 
second link, “Contact Administrator”, allows you to easily send an email to your Space Survey Administrator.  
 

<back to top> 
 
 

  



Can I sort the columns in the Space Survey List?  <back to top> 

Yes, you can perform both single and multiple column sorts. 
 
Single Sort:  Simply click on a column heading to perform an alpha-numeric sort of all the data rows based upon the 
selected column. 
 
Multi-column Sort:  Click + Shift While holding down the Shift key, click the headings of the columns you wish to sort.  
Continue to hold down the Shift key and click additional column headings until you obtain the desired sort. 
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How do I work with the list of spaces?  <back to top> 

The panel to the left of the Survey List includes a number of options to help you filter, format, and edit the contents of the 
space records contained in your list. 

 

 

 

Continue reading this document to learn about the specifics of each component in the frame. 
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What are some best practices for working with a large Survey 
List?  <back to top> 

We have already discussed in the previous topic how single and multi-level sorts can help you work with the Survey List 
(especially a larger one).  That being said, there are other valuable practices that can help you work with greater efficiency. 
 
Opening records in a separate tab or window:   
 

You will likely find this tip the most helpful when working with large Survey Lists.  Place your mouse cursor on the 
edit icon next to the record you wish to edit and right-click (if using a mobile device, simply hold your finger down 
on the edit icon until a menu pops up and select “Open in new window”) and select “Open in new window” or 
“Open in new tab”. 
 
You are now able to edit the individual record, use the Previous and Next buttons as desired, and when you wish to 
go back to your Survey List, you can simply switch back to the window where it is located.  By working in this 
manner, you eliminate the postback (when a request is sent back to the server and your page reloads) that would 
occur if you had originally clicked the edit icon and returned to the survey list by clicking the link on the edit record 
screen.   
 

Utilize the “Hide” checkboxes and/or filters to narrow your working list: 
 

Hide checkboxes:  You may find it helpful to “hide” from view the items you have already Updated (Saved) or 
Completed (Submitted).  This way you can simply work with the remaining items that require attention. 
 
Filter dropdowns:  Utilizing the “Filter By” section on the left-hand side of the Space Survey, you can easily hone in 
on the records you wish to display/edit.  For example, if you are a Surveyor who is responsible for records belonging 
to multiple organizations, you may find it useful to use the “Organization” filter so that you can work on records 
belonging to a particular organization.  Similarly, you may find it useful to work on records one building/floor at a 
time, in which case you can use the Facility and Floor dropdowns to filter the record set. 

 
Control the number of records displayed per page: 
 

At the top of the Survey List, you will find a dropdown “Show [nn] entries” that is used to control how many records 
display per page.  By default this is set to 50 records.  By setting this value to a more manageable number (versus 
“All”) you can easily use the pagination controls at the bottom of the Survey to control your location. 

 
<back to top>  



What does the “Floor Plans” link do?  How do I access Floor 
Plans?  <back to top> 

Click on the Floor Plans link to access floor plans that contain your assigned spaces.  The Survey Floor Plans Popup displays.  
This dialog box contains a number of options and controls which we will review in this section.  

 

 



For the most part, the descriptions/explanations in the preceding illustration are straightforward and self-explanatory.  That 
being said, it will be helpful if we take a practical example.  In the following example, we will generate a .zip file of a select 
set of floor plans highlighted by Occupant. 

Mark the checkbox for the desired floor plans and click the “Occupant” button (this will produce the .zip file): 

 

Once the .zip file has been generated, you may click the “Download Zip File” button to download the file: 
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Once the download is complete, click on the file to open: 

 

Select the PDF file you wish to open: 
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The floor plan will open, highlights will be according to Occupant, and Occupant names will be listed in the Space Label: 
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What do the statistics tell me in the Survey List?  <back to top> 

 
 

Four statistics are available:  Total Area, Updated, Submitted, and Pending.  The numbers, n of nn, indicate how many 
records out of the total number of records assigned to you have been either updated, submitted, or are still pending.  A 
percentage is also indicated. The goal is for you to end with 100% Submitted. 

The statistics totals may change during the survey process.  If you "re-assign" spaces to other Organizations, the Total Area 
and the total number of survey items will decrease by the spaces that are re-assigned.  Once your survey items are 
submitted, the Space Survey Administrator may accept your submitted items which will remove them from your Survey List 
and remove them from the Statistics.  
 
Additionally, you will notice that a checkbox precedes the Updated, Submitted, and Pending statistics.  Simply check “Hide” 
if you do not wish to see a particular statistic. 
 
Important Note:  The “Hide” checkboxes serve a dual purpose.  By checking one of these boxes, the respective statistic will 
be hidden as well as the associated records in the Survey list.  This is especially useful, for example, if you wish to only 
display the records that are still pending (have neither been saved nor submitted).  Simply check the “Hide” boxes for 
Updated and Submitted; you will be left with a list containing only the Pending items. 
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How do I filter records in the Space Survey List?  <back to top> 

 Two methods are available to filter records in the Space Survey List: 

1. Filter By – this is essentially a set of dropdowns that can be used to filter results according to Organization, Use, 
Facility, Floor, and Room.  These controls are located toward the bottom of the Statistics pane. 

2. Filter Results – This filter is located at the top right of the data grid which displays your records.  You will notice that 
the list of spaces will update almost instantaneously and filter according to the criteria you specify in the text box. 

 

See below for further descriptions: 

Filter By:  Use one or more of these filters to reduce the list to only the 
records that meet the selected criteria (you are able to apply single or 
multiple filters as you desire).  Note:  The Floor filter is dependent upon the 
Facility filter.  Once a Facility is selected, only those floors that are contained 
within that facility will appear on the available Floor list filter.  Similarly, once 
a Floor is selected, only those rooms that are contained within that floor will 
appear on the list.  When selecting multiple filters, ALL conditions must be 
true for results to be returned.  Once you have filtered the data list, you can 
perform global actions (such as “Update Selected Records”) on just those still 
displayed. 

 
You can undo your "filters" individually by selecting a null (blank) value from 
the drop-down list.  You can also click on the BACK button of your web browser to go back one step to undo your last 
applied filter.  Additionally, the “Clear All Filters” easily allows you to clear all of your filters so that you may begin anew.     
 
Filter Results:  This filter works in response to the text you provide in the text box.  The filter is not case-sensitive.  
Additionally, you are able to specify multiple key words if you wish to apply multiple filters.  The screen shot below 
demonstrates how simply typing “office dept adm” filters your survey list to show only those spaces with a use of “OFFICE” 
and a function of “DEPT ADM”. 
 

 
 

 

A distinction should be made between the “Filter By” dropdowns and the “Filter Results” search feature.  
When the Survey List has been filtered using the “Filter By” dropdowns, when you edit individual records 
and use the Previous and Next buttons, the navigation will be on the filtered list.  If you used “Filter 
Results”, the Previous and Next buttons will navigate the ORIGINAL, unfiltered Survey List.  
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What does the “Update Selected Spaces” button do? <back to top> 

Mass changes to Survey items can be made easily.  The “Update Selected Spaces” feature allows you to update ONE 
column/field for many Space Records in a single operation.  This feature may be used to update the following pieces of 
information: Responsible Person, Use (Use/Subuse on Subuse enabled databases), Occupancy, Door Tag, Principal 
Investigator, Function, Grant, and Space Contact. 
 
Mark the checkbox preceding one or more rows of data in the survey list or use other means to narrow the list to the 
records you want to update globally. Click the Update Selected Spaces button to open a new window.  (In the illustration 
below, the first 3 records are selected for a global update.) 

 

 

 

Select the field to be updated, put in the common value that will be used to update all selected records, then click the 
Update Selected Spaces button.  All selected space records will be updated with the new information.   

(Refer to the diagram on the next page.) 
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NOTE:   If the current record (the one selected for updating) has multiple Functions, for example, all 
those assignments will be replaced by one or more Function assignment for each new Function as 
selected. If you wish to maintain multiple assignments and make minor assignment changes, do not use 
the 'Update Selected Records' feature - make these changes individually by clicking on the Edit icon for a 
particular data row. 
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What does the “Submit Selected Spaces” button do?  <back to top> 

You can submit multiple completed records all at once to the Survey Administrator for eventual reconciliation and 
acceptance into the database.  Start by marking the checkbox next to all of the records you want to submit.  After you have 
selected the records, click the Submit Selected Spaces button.   
 

 

NOTE:  Submit only records that have been saved (you reviewed and either confirmed as correct or 
updated).  Do not submit Pending records!  Once Space Records have been submitted, the green 
“thumbs up” icon indicates that these are completed.     
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What does the “Show All Changes in Survey List” checkbox do? 
 <back to top> 
This checkbox determines how the list of Space Records is displayed.  

Box unchecked – simple list of records with basic information: 

 

 

Box checked – list of records with changes shown and highlighted: 
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What is Survey History?  <back to top> 

On the Tools drop down you will notice a link for Survey History.  Click the “Survey History” link on the Survey List to open a 
new window.  You can then view the history of any record you choose.  

 

 

The Survey History Detail displays the complete history of changes to the selected space record. 
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How do I review and update a Space Record?  <back to top> 

From the Survey List, click the Edit icon    to review the Space Record in detail, make any changes, and save your work.  
The topics that follow describe each section of the Space Record Edit Form and the actions you can perform.    
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What are the buttons/links at the top of the Edit Form?  <back to top> 

When editing an individual space record in the space survey, there are several buttons located toward the top of the page 
that are used for navigation, saving/submitting changes, copying values, and displaying the floor plans.  Below, we will take 
a look at each in detail:   

 

 
At any given time, you may click on the link with your 
name to return to the survey list. 

 
Use these buttons to move to the previous or next Space 
Record while remaining in the edit form. 

 

Click to save any updates you have made.  If the space is 
OK as is, click this button anyway to indicate you have 
reviewed the item and it is correct.  Once a data record is 
updated, the status of that record changes to Updated.  
You can still make further changes to an “updated” 
record. 

 

Click to transmit the reviewed/updated space to the 
Survey Administrator who will reconcile it with the Net-
FM database.  Once a data record is “submitted” the 
record’s status changes to Submitted.  You may still be 
able to make changes to a “submitted” record provided 
that the Survey Administrator has not yet reconciled it. 

 

Click to copy selected information from this item to any 
number of other records.  This is a highly efficient way to 
update many space records at once.  Refer to the 
following topic for more information:  On individual 
Survey Record Edit Forms, how do I use the “Copy 
Values From This Record” link? 

 

Click to open the Floor Plan with the current space 
highlighted.  Note:  The button will not appear when 
there is no available Floor Plan. 
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What’s in the “Current Space Information” section?  <back to top> 

The Current Space Information section can be broken up into three sections:  the Navigation Buttons, Current Space 
Information, and Space Updates. 
 
Navigation Buttons:  The top-most area of this section is where you will find the Previous Record (abbreviated as “Prev 
Record”) and Next Record buttons.  As you use these buttons to navigate, you will notice the information refresh for the 
new record. 
 
Current Space Information:  This section displays the most current information from the database for:  Facility, Floor, Room, 
Area, Organization, Use (and Subuse for Subuse enabled databases), Responsible Person, and Door Tag.  If the Space Survey 
Administrator has allowed the display of initial values, you will additionally see the database values for:  Function, 
Occupant, PI (Principal Investigator), Grant, and Space Contact. 
 
Space Updates:  The Space Updates section displays the date/time when the record was assigned, the date/time when the 
record was last updated in Space Survey, and the current status of the record (i.e. Assigned, Unassigned, Reassigned, and 
Pending).  
 

<back to top> 

  



What’s on the “Room Info” tab?  <back to top> 

The Room Info tab brings up the ROOM INFORMATION section.  When this tab is selected, there are several key pieces of 
information about the room on display.  Additionally, there are several fields available for edit. 

Field listing and description: 

• Current Responsible Person:  If there is an existing Responsible Person assignment for the space in the database it 
appears here. 

• Current Principal Investigator*:  If there is an existing Principal Investigator for the space in the database it appears 
here. 

*The Current PI will only appear on the Room Info tab when the Net-FM Admin has specified that your Institution 
use single PIs.  If you are allowed to make multiple PI assignments, this field will appear under the PI Info tab. 

• Last Updated:  This field indicates the date/time when the record was last updated in the database.  This 
information will not reflect when a record was updated/submitted by a surveyor.  Upon reconciliation/update by 
the Survey Administrator this field will reflect the new date/time accordingly. 

• New Use Assignment:   If your Survey Administrator has disallowed “multiple use assignments” in survey, Use 
Assignment changes will be made on the Room Info tab (the topic of multiple Use Assignments is covered in the 
next  section).  In order to make a single-use change, check the box to the left of “New Use Assignment” and select 
the appropriate use from the drop down.  Remember to “Update Survey Record” before navigating away from the 
current record. 

Note:  The Use Assignments that are stored in the database appear to the left of the Room Information 
section, where “Current Space Information” is listed.  

*Subuse Assignments for Subuse enabled databases are made in the “New Use Assignment” section on the Room 
Info tab if the Survey Admin only allows single-use assignments.  If multiple Use Assignments are allowed, refer to 
the next section on the Use Info tab. 

• New Responsible Person:  This field allows you to specify/change/delete the Responsible Person for the respective 
space.  When you check the box to the left of this field, the dropdowns on the right become active.  The first 
dropdown (if enabled by your Survey Admin) can be used to filter the person list according to Organization.  If you 
do not wish to filter the person list, simply select a NULL value (blank).  The second dropdown is the person list, 
from which you select a new responsible person.  The last item in this section is the “None” checkbox.  Select this 
checkbox if the room no longer has a responsible person. 

• New Principal Investigator:  If your institution does NOT use/allow multiple PI assignments, then the PI information 
will be captured on the Room Information tab.  If multiple assignments are allowed, PI Info will appear as a 
separate tab.    

• New Door Tag:  Use this field to specify a new Door Tag.  Simply check the box next to “New Door Tag” and enter 
the appropriate value in the textbox to the right. 

• Comments:  This section is used to capture information about the room that cannot be captured using the available 
dropdowns.  You may use this field to capture other information as instructed by the Survey Administrator. 

<back to top> 
 



Timestamps:  By clicking on the clock icon preceding the “Comments” label, you can easily insert a timestamp with 
your comments.  This can help distinguish your comments from those of previous Survey Cycles.  If your Survey 
Administrator has enabled “Automatic Timestamps”, timestamps will automatically append to any comments you 
make upon update or submission of the Survey record. 

• Station Count:  This field is used to capture the number* of stations within a given room.  Please keep in mind that 
the Station Count represents the TOTAL count of stations within a room (and not just those that may be used by 
your organization).  If your Survey Administrator wishes for you to capture how many stations are explicitly used by 
your organization, utilize the Comments field to note this information. 

*The number displayed for Station Count reflects the database value as of the date the record was sent out for 
survey.  If there have been any changes to the Station Count in Net-FM (vs. Survey), the value displayed in Survey 
will NOT reflect those changes. 
 

 

Note:  You may also notice a flag to the right of the Station Count field that indicates if the field 
is Optional or Required for a given record.  If the Station Count is required and you fail to enter a 
value, you will not be able to submit the record until you do so. 

 
 

• Reassignment:  If the item (space) is improperly assigned to you and your Survey Administrator has given you the 
ability to reassign spaces, you may use the controls in this section to do so.  If you know the appropriate 

organization, select it from the dropdown (otherwise check “Unknown Org”) and click .  
The space will no longer appear on your list and you will receive the following confirmation message:  

   
• Help and Custom Links:  At the very bottom of the Room Information Section you will notice several links that will 

reflect the way the Space Survey has been set up at your institution.  At the very least, you will see two buttons:  
one for Org Help and the other for Use Help.  These two buttons link to Organization and Use lists for your 
organization.  In addition to these standard links, your Survey Administrator may specify up to two more links for 
the purpose of Custom Org Help and Custom Use Help.  The headings on these respective buttons will depend on 
the labeling specified by the Survey Administrator. 

See below for a sample view of the Room Info tab: 
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What's on the “Use Info” tab?  <back to top> 

For those of you who have used Space Survey in the past and your Survey Admin has allowed multiple Use Assignments, 
you will notice a new tab:  the Use Info tab.  As mentioned in the previous section, if your Survey Admin has disallowed 
multiple Use Assignments in Survey, this tab will NOT appear, and all Use (and Subuse for Subuse enabled databases) 
changes will be made from the Room Info tab. 
 
For the most part, the interface on the Use Info tab resembles those used in the other tabs.  If you wish to make a Use 
Assignment change, you would first mark the “Use Assignment Change” checkbox.  The selection boxes will then become 
active, allowing you to select from the Use Assignment list and add to the “New Use Assignments” box.  One of the 
enhancements on this tab is a red “X” that when clicked, instantly deletes the respective Use Assignment. 
 
Field listing and description: 

• Current Use Info:  The existing database value for Use Assignment(s) (and Subuse if the database is Subuse 
enabled) along with the respective percentages are listed here. 

• Last Updated:  This field indicates the date/time when the record was last updated in the database.  This 
information will not reflect when a record was updated/submitted by a surveyor.  Upon reconciliation/update by 
the Survey Administrator this field will reflect the new date/time accordingly. 

• Use Assignment List*:  This is the listing of all possible Uses from which you may select to create Use Assignments.  
• New Use Assignments*:  The values that you add to / remove from (using the left and right arrows) this box 

represent the new Use Assignment information that will be captured upon updating the record. 
• Use Assignment / Percent*:  This is where you may review and change (if necessary) the percentages for each Use 

Assignment. 
• Comments:  This section is used to capture information about the room that cannot be captured using the available 

dropdowns.  You may use this field to capture other information as instructed by the Survey Administrator. 

Timestamps:  By clicking on the clock icon preceding the “Comments” label, you can easily insert a timestamp with 
your comments.  This can help distinguish your comments from those of previous Survey Cycles.  If your Survey 
Administrator has enabled “Automatic Timestamps”, timestamps will automatically append to any comments you 
make upon update or submission of the Survey record. 

• Help and Custom Links:  At the very bottom of the Room Information Section you will notice several links that will 
reflect the way the Space Survey has been set up at your institution.  At the very least, you will see two buttons:  
one for Org Help and the other for Use Help.  These two buttons link to Organization and Use lists for your 
organization.  In addition to these standard links, your Survey Administrator may specify up to two more links for 
the purpose of Custom Org Help and Custom Use Help.  The headings on these respective buttons will depend on 
the labeling specified by the Survey Administrator. 

*  For Subuse enabled databases, the user interface differs with respect to these fields.  In order to make a Use/Subuse 
change, you will:  

o mark the Use/Subuse Change checkbox 
o select the desired Use from the Use List 
o [continued on next page] 
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o in turn, the Subuse List will populate with valid values – choose the appropriate value 

o click the Add button  
o adjust the percentage(s) as necessary 
o click the Update Survey Record button to save changes 
o If you wish to remove a Use/Subuse assignment, click the red “X” next to it and then click the Update 

Survey Record button 

See below for a sample view of the Use Info tab: 
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What's on the “Function Info” tab?  <back to top> 

The Function Info tab brings up the FUNCTION INFORMATION section.  When this tab is selected, there are several key 
pieces of information regarding the Function information for the given room.  Additionally, there are several fields available 
for edit. 

Field listing and description: 

• Current Function Information:  This field is read-only and displays the Function(s) currently assigned to the space. 

• Last Updated:  This field indicates the date/time when the record was last updated in the database.  This 
information will not reflect when a record was saved/submitted by a surveyor.  Upon reconciliation/update by the 
Survey Administrator this field will reflect the new date/time accordingly. 

• Function Change:  Mark this checkbox if you wish to update/change the Function information for the current space. 

• Function List:  Contains the available values from which you may choose Functions.   

• Functions:  Select the desired values from the “Function List” and use the (right arrow) to move the values to 
this box.  If you wish to remove a value or values from the New Functions box, click the red “x” next to the entry 
you wish to delete. 

• Percent:  Regardless of whether you assign one  or more functions, the total percentage must add up to 100%.  
Your Survey Administrator may set the survey to automatically calculate the percentages or he/she will ask you to 
specify the appropriate values.  If the percentages do NOT add to 100%, you will be unable to save/submit the 
record.  

• No Functions:  Check this box to indicate that there are no Functions for the given space.  

• Function Comments:  Use this field to add any pertinent comments.  Provide any details that may assist your 
Administrator with the reconciliation process. 

Timestamps:  By clicking on the clock icon preceding the “Comments” label, you can easily insert a timestamp with 
your comments.  This can help distinguish your comments from those of previous Survey Cycles.  If your Survey 
Administrator has enabled “Automatic Timestamps”, timestamps will automatically append to any comments you 
make upon update or submission of the Survey record. 

Custom Function Help Link:  If specified by your Survey Administrator, this custom link will point to a page 
designated by the Admin to assist with the Function portion of the Survey.  The wording on this button may vary 
according to your Survey Administrator’s discretion. 

 

NOTE:  There are a number of settings/rules that govern the treatment of functions.  For example, your 
Survey Administrator may choose to require function assignments for every space.  Pay close attention 
to the directions / instructions provided by the Survey Administrator and utilize the help links for more 
information regarding functions. 
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In this example, an additional function (Gen Acad – General Academic) has been added and the percentages adjusted to a 
50/50 split. 
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What's on the “Occupancy Info” tab?  <back to top> 

The Occupancy Info tab brings up the OCCUPANCY INFORMATION section.  When this tab is selected, there are several key 
pieces of information regarding Occupancy information for the given room.  Additionally, there are several fields available 
for edit. 

Field listing and description: 

• Current Occupancy Information:  This field is read-only and displays the Occupant(s) currently assigned to the 
space. 

• Last Updated:  This field indicates the date/time when the record was last updated in the database.  This 
information will not reflect when a record was updated/submitted by a surveyor.  Upon reconciliation/update by 
the Survey Administrator this field will reflect the new date/time accordingly. 

• Occupancy Change:  Mark this checkbox if you wish to update/change the occupancy information for the current 
space. 

• From:  This dropdown contains a list of organizations that, when selected, will filter the person list by organization. 

• Last Name Starts With:  Use this field to assist in your search of the person list.  Enter the first letter(s) of the 
person’s last name and then click “Find”.  The respective matches will populate the “Person List” selection box.  

• Person List:  Contains the available values from which you may choose Occupants.  The contents of this list depend 
upon whether or not the “From” dropdown contains an organization value or the “Display Entire List” checkbox is 
checked.  You may further narrow the contents by utilizing the “Last Name Starts With” filter. 

• Occupants:  Select the desired values from the “Person List” and use the (right arrow) to make your 
selections.  If you wish to remove a value or values, simple click the red “x” next to the value you wish to remove.  

• Percent:  Your Survey Administrator may want you to specify an Occupancy Percentage for each Occupant.  
Depending upon how the Survey is set up, the percentage may calculate automatically, or there may be no 
percentage at all.  In the event that there is no percentage, the occupant count for the space will be updated upon 
reconciliation.  

• Display Entire List:  By clicking this checkbox, the Person List will populate completely with all possible values. 

• No Occupants:  (In the screen capture below, this has a custom label of “This Space Has No Occupants”.)  Check this 
box to indicate that there are no Occupants for the given space.  If one or more Occupants were previously 
assigned to this space and there are no longer any Occupants, check the box, add a brief explanation under 
Occupancy Comments and Update or Submit the record.  When the record is reconciled, the Occupancy 
assignments will be purged from the database.  

• Occupancy Comments:  Use this field to add any pertinent comments.  Provide any details that may assist your 
Administrator with the reconciliation process. 
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Timestamps:  By clicking on the clock icon preceding the “Comments” label, you can easily insert a timestamp with 
your comments.  This can help distinguish your comments from those of previous Survey Cycles.  If your Survey 
Administrator has enabled “Automatic Timestamps”, timestamps will automatically append to any comments you 
make upon update or submission of the Survey record. 

• Custom Occupancy Help Link:  If specified by your Survey Administrator, this custom link will point to a page 
designated by the Admin to assist with the Occupancy portion of the Survey.  The wording on this button may vary 
according to your Survey Administrator’s discretion. 

 

NOTE:  There are a number of settings/rules that affect the Occupancy portion of the Space Survey.  
Unless instructed by your Survey Administrator, Occupancy percentages do NOT have to add to 100%.  
The Survey Administrator may elect to have Occupancy percentages calculate automatically, require you 
to manually enter the respective percentages, or eliminate the use of Occupancy percentages 
altogether.  If there are current Occupancy assignments displayed and there should be none, simply click 
on the “NO OCCUPANTS” checkbox, add any relevant comments to the “Occupancy Comments” field, 
and update/submit the record.  Upon reconciliation, the Occupancy assignments for these records will 
be removed. 

 
In this example, three occupants have been added and the percentages adjusted to a 33.4/33.3/33.3 split, although it is not 
necessary for the percentages to add up to 100%. 
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What's on the “PI Info” tab?  <back to top> 

The PI Info tab brings up the PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR INFORMATION section.  When this tab is selected, there are several 
key pieces of information regarding the PI information for the given room.  Additionally, there are several fields available 
for edit. 

Field listing and description: 

• Current PI Information:  This field is read-only and displays the Principal Investigator(s) currently assigned to the 
space. 

• Last Updated:  This field indicates the date/time when the record was last updated in the database.  This 
information will not reflect when a record was updated/submitted by a surveyor.  Upon reconciliation/update by 
the Survey Administrator this field will reflect the new date/time accordingly. 

• PI Change:  Mark this checkbox if you wish to update/change the Principal Investigator information for the current 
space. 

• From:  This dropdown contains a list of organizations that, when selected, will filter the person list by organization. 

• Last Name Starts With:  Use this field to assist in your search of the person list.  Enter the first letter(s) of the 
person’s last name and then click “Find”.  The respective matches will populate the “Person List” selection box.  

• Person List:  Contains the available values from which you may choose PIs.  The contents of this list depend upon 
whether or not the “From” dropdown contains an organization value or the “Display Entire List” checkbox is 
checked.  You may further narrow the contents by utilizing the “Last Name Starts With” filter. 

• PI:  Select the desired values from the “Person List” and use the (right arrow) to make your selection.  If you 
wish to remove a value or values, click the red “x” next to the value you wish to remove. 

• Percent:  Regardless of whether you assign one PI or multiple, the total percentage must add up to 100%.  Your 
Survey Administrator may set the survey to automatically calculate the percentages or he/she will ask you to 
specify the appropriate values.  If the percentages do NOT add to 100%, you will be unable to update/submit the 
record.  

• Display Entire List:  By clicking this checkbox, the Person List will populate completely with all possible values. 

• No PIs:  Check this box to indicate that there are no PIs for the given space.  If one or more PIs were previously 
assigned to this space and there are no longer any PIs, check the box, add a brief explanation under PI Comments 
and Update or Submit the record.  When the record is reconciled, the PI assignments will be purged from the 
database.  

• PI Comments:  Use this field to add any pertinent comments.  Provide any details that may assist your 
Administrator with the reconciliation process. 
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Timestamps:  By clicking on the clock icon preceding the “Comments” label, you can easily insert a timestamp with 
your comments.  This can help distinguish your comments from those of previous Survey Cycles.  If your Survey 
Administrator has enabled “Automatic Timestamps”, timestamps will automatically append to any comments you 
make upon update or submission of the Survey record. 

• Custom PI Help Link:  If specified by your Survey Administrator, this custom link will point to a page designated by 
the Admin to assist with the PI portion of the Survey.  The wording on this button may vary according to your 
Survey Administrator’s discretion. 

In the example below, there are no existing PI values for the space.  Two PIs are specified, and each is assigned 50%. 

 

 

 

NOTE:  Your Space Survey Administrator may customize the display and content of the survey form, so 
the survey form you see may or may not exactly appear as described here.     
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What's on the “Grant Info” tab?  <back to top> 

The Grant Info tab brings up the GRANT INFORMATION section.  When this tab is selected, there are several key pieces of 
information regarding Grant* information for the given room.  Additionally, there are several fields available for edit. 

*NOTE:  Depending upon the conventions used by your institution, you may see Grants called by another name, such as 
Projects.   

Field listing and description: 

• Current Grant Information:  This field is read-only and displays the Grant(s) currently assigned to the space. 

• Last Updated:  This field indicates the date/time when the record was last updated in the database.  This 
information will not reflect when a record was updated/submitted by a surveyor.  Upon reconciliation/update by 
the Survey Administrator this field will reflect the new date/time accordingly. 

• Grant Change:  Mark this checkbox if you wish to update/change the Grant information for the current space. 

• From:  This dropdown contains a list of organizations that, when selected, will filter the Grant list by organization. 

• Grant Number Starts With:  Use this field to assist in your search of the Grant list.  Enter as many digits as you know 
to quickly narrow down find the specific grant you are looking for.  The respective matches will populate the 
“Grants List” selection box.  

• Grant List:  Contains the available values from which you may choose Grants.  The contents of this list depend upon 
whether or not the “From” dropdown contains an organization value or the “Display Entire List” checkbox is 
checked.  You may further narrow the contents by utilizing the “Grant Number Starts With” filter. 

• Grants:  (In the screen capture that follows the custom label is “New Grants”.)  Select the desired values from the 

“Grant List” and use the (right arrow) to add the desired Grants.  If you wish to remove a value or values, 
simply click on the red “x” to remove the desired values.  

• Display Entire List:  By clicking this checkbox, the Grants List will populate completely with all possible values. 

• No Grants:  (In the screen capture that follows the custom label is “This Space Has No Grants”.)  Check this box to 
indicate that there are no Grants for the given space.  If one or more Grants were previously assigned to this space 
and there are no longer any Grants, check the box, add a brief explanation under Grant Comments and Update or 
Submit the record.  When the record is reconciled, the Grant assignments will be purged from the database for that 
space. 

• Grant Comments:  Use this field to add any pertinent comments.  Provide any details that may assist your 
Administrator with the reconciliation process. 

Timestamps:  By clicking on the clock icon preceding the “Comments” label, you can easily insert a timestamp with 
your comments.  This can help distinguish your comments from those of previous Survey Cycles.  If your Survey 
Administrator has enabled “Automatic Timestamps”, timestamps will automatically append to any comments you 
make upon update or submission of the Survey record. 
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• Custom Grant Help Link:  If specified by your Survey Administrator, this custom link will point to a page designated 
by the Admin to assist with the Grant portion of the Survey.  The wording on this button may vary according to your 
Survey Administrator’s discretion. 

 
NOTE:  There are a number of settings/rules that affect the Grant portion of the Space Survey. 

In this example, there were no grants previously assigned to this space.  We have assigned the grant “543387344 – 
RENEWABLE ENERGY” to the space. 
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What's on the “Space Contact Info” tab?  <back to top> 

The Space Contact Info tab brings up the SPACE CONTACT INFORMATION section.  When this tab is selected, there are 
several key pieces of information regarding Space Contact information for the given room.  Additionally, there are several 
fields available for edit. 
 
Field listing and description: 

• Current Space Contact Information:  This field is read-only and displays the Space Contact(s) currently assigned to 
the space. 

• Last Updated:  This field indicates the date/time when the record was last updated in the database.  This 
information will not reflect when a record was updated/submitted by a surveyor.  Upon reconciliation/update by 
the Survey Administrator this field will reflect the new date/time accordingly. 

• Space Contact Change:  Mark this checkbox if you wish to update/change the Space Contact information for the 
current space. 

• From:  This dropdown contains a list of organizations that, when selected, will filter the Space Contact list by 
organization. 

• Last Name Starts With:  Use this field to assist in your search of the Space Contact list.  Enter the first letter(s) of 
the person’s last name and then click “Find”.  The respective matches will populate the “Space Contact List” 
selection box.  

• Space Contact List:  Contains the available values from which you may choose Space Contacts.  The contents of this 
list depend upon whether or not the “From” dropdown contains an organization value or the “Display Entire List” 
checkbox is checked.  You may further narrow the contents by utilizing the “Last Name Starts With” filter. 

• Name:  Select the desired values from the “Space Contact List” and use the (right arrow) to add the selected 
person(s).  You will need to specify the applicable Contact Type for each person who appears under “Name”.   If you 
wish to remove a value, simply click the red “x” next to the record you wish to remove. 

• Contact Type:  For each Space Contact it is necessary to specify a “Contact Type”.  These types vary from institution 
to institution.  If you do not see a complete listing of Contact Types, that is due to the fact that the Survey 
Administrator has filtered the list to only include those that are part of the current Survey effort.  Common values 
include: Space Survey, F&A, Lab Safety Officer, Alternate Lab Safety Officer, etc. 

• Display Entire List:  By clicking this checkbox, the Space Contact List will populate with all possible values. 

• No Space Contacts:  Check this box to indicate that there are no Space Contacts for the given space.  If one or more 
Space Contacts were previously assigned to this space and there are no longer any Space Contacts, check the box, 
add a brief explanation under “Space Contact Comments” and Update or Submit the record.  When the record is 
reconciled, the Space Contact assignments for the space will be deleted from the database.  

• Space Contact Comments:  Use this field to add any pertinent comments.  Provide any details that may assist your 
Administrator with the reconciliation process. 
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Timestamps:  By clicking on the clock icon preceding the “Comments” label, you can easily insert a timestamp with 
your comments.  This can help distinguish your comments from those of previous Survey Cycles.  If your Survey 
Administrator has enabled “Automatic Timestamps”, timestamps will automatically append to any comments you 
make upon update or submission of the Survey record. 

• Custom Space Contact Help Link:  If specified by your Survey Administrator, this custom link will point to a page 
designated by the Admin to assist with the Space Contact portion of the Survey.  The wording on this button may 
vary according to your Survey Administrator’s discretion. 

 

In the example below there are no existing Space Contacts for the space in the database.  We have added one new Space 
Contact and specified a Contact Type. 
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What's on the “Space Features” tab?  <back to top> 

The Space Features tab brings up the Space Features section.  On this tab you will find a contextual help icon and two 
columns:  Attribute and Feature.  The Attribute Column is predetermined by the Survey Administrator.  For each Attribute, 
you are expected to select a corresponding Feature (or “Unknown” if the response is not known).   
 
The content layout for Space Features is a departure from the norm, and an interactive grid/table is used. 
 
Field listing and description: 

• Attribute:  Think of an Attribute as way to further quantify the characteristics of a space.  It may be easier to think 
of an Attribute as a question related to a space.  For example, “Describe the primary furniture or seating type found 
in the room.” 

• Feature:  Features go hand-in-hand with Attributes.  If Attributes are questions, Features are the corresponding 
answers.  To the right of each question/category in the Attribute column are corresponding dropdown menus 
containing the available answers/responses. 

In the example below, the Feature dropdown lists the possible responses to the question “Can other Departments Use the 
Room?” 

 

In the example above, the Survey Administrator has elected to “filter” Features according to their respective Attribute 
Codes.  What this essentially means is that there is a related set of Features that only pertain to the Attribute in question.  
Keep in mind that your Survey Administrator may set up the survey differently and choose not to filter the Feature 
dropdown.  If this is the case, you will have to search through a lengthy dropdown to find the appropriate selection or 
response. 
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What's on the “Supported Rooms” tab?  <back to top> 

As your Survey Administrator has likely already made you aware, the Supported Rooms tab is where you record the rooms 
that the current space directly “supports”.  A good example is that of a lab service area shared by multiple labs.  The lab 
service area in this case “supports” these labs.  In an effort to accurately prorate the Function information for the lab 
service area, we take the non-weighted average of the Functions and respective percentages for each Supported Room (this 
calculation is done by Net-FM). 
 
Depending upon how the Survey Administrator has configured the survey, you may not see the Supported Room tab for 
each survey record.  This is due to an optional setting that prompts you to capture the Supported Room information only 
for specific Uses. 
 
Field listing and description: 

• Select Facility:  Use this dropdown to select the Facility for a Supported Room. 

• Select Floor:  Use this dropdown to select the Floor for a Supported Room. 

• Select Room:  This text area will populate with the available values after the Facility and Floor have been specified.  
Highlight the desired Room and use the right-arrow to move the selection to the Supported Room column. 

• Supported Rooms:  This lists all of the rooms which your selected survey record supports. 

• Supported Rooms Comments:  This field should be used to capture additional relevant information about the 
Supported Rooms. 

In the example below, we have specified the two rooms supported by Fac 30A / Fl 5 / Rm 04:  E28/1/01G and 30A/2/07.  
The chart on the top right provides Function and Function Percentage information based upon the un-weighted averages 
for the Supported Rooms.  
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What is the difference between “Update Survey Record” and 
“Submit Survey Record” when editing a Space Record?  <back to top> 

The Update Survey Record button is used to record any additions, deletions, and updates to one or more selected Space 
Records.  Once Space Records are updated, the status of those records changes to “Updated.”  You can still make further 
changes to an Updated record up until the point that you Submit it.  The Submit Survey Record button is used to notify the 
Space Survey Administrator that you have completed your review of the Space Record(s).  Once a data record is submitted, 
the status of that record changes to “Submitted.”  After your review, ALL data records must be submitted, even if no 
changes or updates are necessary or if you previously updated the record.   

IMPORTANT NOTE:  A Submitted record will continue to appear on your Space Survey List, and you can continue to make 
updates to it until the Space Survey Administrator accepts the data record.  At that point, the accepted record will no longer 
appear on your Space Survey List.     
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How do I get back to the list of all Survey Records?  <back to top> 

When editing an individual Space Record, your name followed by “- Space Survey” (leftmost text on Navigation bar) is an 
active link that, when clicked, will take you back to the list of all of your survey records.  You may also navigate back to this 
list by selecting “Survey List” from the Tools dropdown. 
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If the current Organization listed for the space is incorrect, what 
should I do?  <back to top> 

If the current Organization is incorrect, you can either: 

• Select the correct Organization from the “SURVEY REASSIGNMENT – SELECT ORG” dropdown (located in the 
REASSIGNMENT section toward the bottom of the Room Info tab).  Click the Reassign Survey button.  The survey space 
will be removed from your survey list and added to the selected organization's space survey list. 

• If the correct Organization is not known, click the checkbox Unknown Org. Then, click the Reassign Survey button – the 
survey space will be removed from your survey list and the Space Survey Administrator will be alerted to the unknown 
state of this Space Record.     
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If the current Area of the space doesn't seem correct, what 
should I do?  <back to top> 

There are two different area fields.  Area is the total size of the entire space.  Pro-rated Area is the amount of space 
allocated to the organization being surveyed.  If the current area is incorrect, enter a note regarding this in the “Room 
Comments” text box – do not attempt to manually change the area. Note any renovation work performed in that space. 
Your Space Survey Administrator will then address and resolve this issue.     
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The space is shared by multiple Organizations. How do I handle 
this?  <back to top> 

An individual Space Record is issued to each Organization that shares the space.  You, as a Surveyor and recipient, should 
update only those Functions, Occupants, and Grants that are associated with your Organization being reported.  In the 
ROOM INFORMATION section, only Responsible Person associated with the Organization being reported should be 
updated.  If multiple Organizations are sharing the space, the additional Organizations (those not reporting in the current 
record) are displayed under Current Space Information, next to the label “Other Orgs in Space”.     
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On individual Space Record Edit Forms, how do I use the “Copy 
Values From This Record” link?  <back to top> 

You can perform a “mass copy” of one or more items from one Space Record to many others.  Edit a specific Space Record 
and click on the “Copy Values From This Record” link.  A new window opens.  First, select the items to be copied: (in this 
example, Use, PI and Function).  Second, select the other survey spaces to be updated with the values from the current 
space form.  Third, click the Copy Values button to complete the mass copy operation.  
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How can I print a report?  <back to top> 

If there are report links at the bottom of the Space Survey form, you can open and print them.  After the report displays in a 
new window, use your browser's print function to produce hardcopy output, then close the report window when you are 
done.     
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How can I enhance a standard report?  <back to top> 

You may have a need to take a Standard Report and simply spruce it up a bit.  You may wish to insert your logo, 
create headers and page numbers for each printed page, or you simply may wish to add color / enhance the 
format.  All of this is possible, and we will take a look by using a simple example.  In our example, we will use 
Google Sheets.  If you are more familiar with other programs such as Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Adobe 
Acrobat, etc., then by all means feel free to try some of these techniques using your program of choice. 

 

Google Sheets – Importing & Formatting an INSITE Standard Report 

 
In the following example, we have already specified the desired criteria and produced the INSITE Standard 
Report:  Facility Area Summary.  Our example assumes that we are using a Windows PC, however the tasks that 
follow may also be completed on other operating systems and/or devices. 
 

1. After selecting all of the report contents by using the selection tool or <Ctrl> + A, you may right click and 
choose Copy (or <Ctrl> + C) to copy the contents to the clipboard (see below): 

 

 
 

2. Launch Google Sheets and start a new spreadsheet by selecting “Blank”. 
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3. Once the blank spreadsheet opens either use <Ctrl> + V or select Paste from the Edit dropdown. 

 
 

4. The spreadsheet will look like this: 
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5. Now that we have successfully copied our report contents into Google Sheets, it is now time to perform 

some basic formatting.  We will begin by freezing the first two rows: 
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6. The next step will be to select the report area on the spreadsheet so that we may perform additional 
formatting.  Begin by holding down the <Shift> key and selecting the headings in each column: 
 

 
 

7. Scroll down to the last row of the spreadsheet.  While holding down the <Shift> key, click the cell right-
most cell in the last row that contains data.  You may want to scroll through the sheet to make sure all 
data was selected. 
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8. On the Format dropdown, we will select Alternating colors… 
 

 
 

9. An option panel will open on the right side of the screen.  For our purposes, we will choose the 
Formatting Style that has a sky blue header and click the Done button. 
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10. At this point we are almost ready to print.  From the File dropdown, select Print. 
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11. Before we print, there are several options to consider.  Consider the following:  page orientation, scale, 
headers & footers, and row & column headers. 

a. Page orientation – we have selected Landscape 
b. Scale – is currently set to Fit to width so that the content will fit to the width of our paper size 

selection 
c. Headers & footers – select the desired options (i.e. page numbers, current date, etc.) 
d. Row & column headers – select Repeat frozen rows to ensure that the header is repeated on each 

printed page.  
12. When you are satisfied with your selections, click the Next button to bring you to the Print options page. 
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13. In the Destination section, your default printer should appear.  If you wish to print to PDF, simply click the 
Change button and select your desired installed PDF program.  Review any other pertinent settings and 
click the Print button when you are ready to print. 
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How do I end my current session?  <back to top> 

You can end your current session at any time, even if you are not done with the entire survey.  If you are on the edit record 
screen and have made changes but not yet saved them, click the Update Survey Record button before closing your browser 
(otherwise the changes for that record may be lost). 
 
 If your Survey is password protected, click on the person icon at the top right of the survey and select Sign Out from the 
dropdown.  At this point you may close your browser.  If your Survey is not password protected, simply close your browser. 
 
To start again, click on the link provided to you in your email notification requesting your participation in the space survey 
or launch the Survey from Net-FM if it is linked to your Net-FM user account.    
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The Space Survey Process –  Overview  <back to top> 

You, as a Space Surveyor, are a participant in the process of confirming and/or updating space information using an online 
form that lists the spaces assigned to you for review.  The Space Survey is published and managed by the Space Survey 
Administrator.  The online form you receive displays current base data about each space (room ID, room use, organization 
assigned, and room area).  In addition, other categories of information for each space may be included for you to examine 
(responsible person, functions/programs, principal investigators, occupants, grants/projects, space contacts, space 
features, and supported rooms).  This information can be viewed and updated using a web browser, and it is your mission 
as a Space Surveyor to accomplish this task.  Once you submit changes to the space information, the Space Survey 
Administrator then reconciles your submissions and updates the central Space Management database.  
 
Your participation is critical to maintaining an accurate and accountable base of information about space that has many 
uses, benefits, and audiences.  Completing the online Space Survey Form is an integral part of this process. 
 
The full Survey process includes these steps:  
 
1. The Space Survey Administrator:  

a) Starts a new Survey Cycle.  This is a period of time during which the Space Survey is to be completed by every 
surveyor.  Typically a Survey Cycle lasts a few days or weeks before the Cycle is closed. 

b) Assigns a Space Survey Contact (Surveyor) to each organization who will be responsible for completing that 
organization’s survey. 

c) Sends an email* to every Surveyor that announces the Space Survey and includes a link to open your organization’s 
online Space Survey Form.    
*Note:  Beginning with version 4.0, your Survey Administrator now has the ability to link your Survey with your Net-
FM user account (if applicable).  You may then access your Survey directly from Net-FM instead of the link sent via 
email. 

 
2. You, the Space Surveyor:  

a) Receive an email with a link to the Space Survey. 
b) Click the link in the email to automatically launch the Space Survey in a web browser. 
c) View only the spaces assigned to your organization. 
d) Review each Space Record and if necessary, update any information that has changed. 
e) If necessary, re-assign the survey space to another organization or assign the space to an “unknown” organization 

which alerts the Space Survey Administrator to re-assign the space. 
f) Access available floor plans to either 

• highlight all spaces to be surveyed on each floor plan (from the list of Space Records), or 
• highlight the individual space currently being updated (from the Space Record Edit Form). 
• highlight spaces according to existing Occupant Assignments 
• highlight spaces according to existing Principal Investigator Assignments 

g) Complete updates and submit spaces which automatically marks them as completed. 
 
[continued on next page] 
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3. The Space Survey Administrator then:  

a) Updates completed survey spaces, if necessary. 
b) Rejects records that have missing or incomplete information.  In this case the record gets routed back to you and 

appears once again on your Survey List. 
c) Accepts completed survey spaces which automatically reconciles with the Space Management database. 
d) Manages the process of collecting and reconciling all Space Records in the Survey. 
e) Closes the Survey Cycle when it is fully completed. 
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I have a question not listed here.  What should I do?  <back to top> 

Contact your Space Survey Administrator, either by email or a phone call.  Use the “Email Administrator” link at the bottom 
of the Space Survey Form to send a message, or use contact information in the original Space Survey email you received to 
phone.     
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